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—The Army's Multibillion Dollar 'Money Pit'
(Politico.com) - The Army calls its battlefield intelligence network a major high-tech breakthrough. Three soldiers, who have used it routinely in Afghanistan, say its a dud a multibillion-dollar dud.
.
Arizona Guard whistle-blowers get to speak at Capitol
Arizona Republic
About a half-dozen National Guard whistle-blowers who spoke during a public forum Tuesday at the state Capitol said leadership shortcomings are to blame for a state military organization rife with corrupt conduct. “We already have rules and regulations ...
See all stories on this topic ».
 
Odierno: Continued Cuts Could Make Army Too Small
(Stars and Stripes) - Defense budget chaos and bad assumptions about the future of American warfare could result in an Army thats too small to do its job, Army Chief of Staff Gen. Ray Odierno said Wednesday.
Drone Strike A Thorny Issue For U.S.
(Los Angeles Times) - Few Pakistanis would mourn Rehman's death, but the latest drone strike could complicate U.S. relations with Pakistan's prime minister-elect, Nawaz Sharif, who has sharply criticized the CIA campaign. Sharif is due to be sworn in next week.
 
Officials warn of training cuts, base closures if sequestration continues 
Service leaders warn that if sequestration is not ended, the military will see cuts in training and the closure of bases, among other measures. "And if we, as a nation, choose the wrong path, it may severely damage our force, further reduce our readiness, and hamper our national security, and
do it for years to come. Unfortunately, today we face an unparalleled threat to our readiness, capabilities and soldier and family programs," said Army Secretary John McHugh at a Senate subcommittee hearing last week. Military Times (5/27)
Adviser: Boosting reserve would preserve capability amid budget cuts 
Defense budget cuts could mean a reduction in active-duty service members, which would not be in the best interest of national security, according to Arnold Punaro. "If you are living in a constrained-resource environment and the active-duty military is going to get smaller and smaller and
smaller, as I believe it will ... then we ought to be thinking about not losing that capability altogether, but preserving it in the [National] Guard and reserve," he said. Military Times (5/28)

Commentary: Airpower diplomacy can advance Asia-Pacific goals 
Innovation in operations by the Air Force, particularly geared toward expanding airpower diplomacy in the Asia-Pacific region, can help protect security interests and should progress despite the budget limitations of sequestration, write Air Force Capt. Peter Shinn, Air Force Lt. Col. Peter
Garretson and Dr. Adam Lowther of the Air Force Research Institute. Strategic airpower diplomacy that includes interaction with local populations can strengthen existing alliances and build new relationships in the region, they argue. The Diplomat (Japan) (5/28)
 

Commentary: More information on Joining Forces campaign is needed 
The White House needs to provide more detailed information on how the Joining Forces initiative is intended to help veterans find jobs, writes Steven Maieli, a veterans employment specialist with the New York State Department of Labor. Information on the types of jobs, benefits and pay
structures available through the program have not yet been effectively communicated, Maieli writes. Army Times (5/28)

Expert highlights better fitness, running method for airmen
Dr. Mark Cucuzzella knows what it's like to be so injured from running that he was told by doctors to give up the sport. [  Read More ]
Tell us: What AF rules need changing?
From reflective belts to taking time off, there are some regulations airmen voice their opinions about regularly. [  Read More ]

Mansfield Receives its First Two C-130Hs
The Ohio Air National Guard's 179th Airlift Wing in Mansfield welcomed the first two of eight C-130Hs that it is taking on as part of a mission switch, according to a unit release. The two aircraft, formerly flown by the Alaska Air Guard, touched down at the Mansfield Lahm Airport on May 24, states the release. The
wing is losing its four C-27J airplanes in this fiscal year as part of the Air Force's divestiture of the C-27 fleet. In their place, it will receive the eight C-130s, along with nearly 200 extra personnel. All eight of the C-130s are slated to be in place by June 2016, according to unit officials. (Mansfield report by SSgt.
Joseph Harwood)
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Lawmaker readies bill to amend authorization for use of force 
Rep. Adam Schiff, D-Calif., is preparing legislation that would repeal authority Presidents George W. Bush and Barack Obama have both relied on to wage war against those involved in the planning or implementation of terrorist attacks. Schiff argues that the Authorization for Use of
Military Force, passed unanimously in the days after the 9/11 terrorist attacks, is now outdated and has been too open to broad interpretation to remain in force as is. The New American (5/27)
 
Senators call for accountability from commanders for allowing sexual assault 
Support is growing in Congress for definitive steps to combat the rise of sexual assault and abuse in the U.S. military. Sen. Lindsey Graham, R-S.C., argues that victims should be provided with advocates to help them navigate the military's judicial system, and Sen. Dick Durbin, D-Ill., is
calling for changes to the military command structure. Stars and Stripes/The Associated Press (5/26)

 
 
 
 

 

Socom Strives to Meet Current, Future Operator Requirements
05/29/2013 09:43 AM CDT
 

 

The Top 10 Military Employers In the ever-changing employment landscape, what are the current best companies for veterans to work? Here is a look at companies that employ a large number of veterans and also have jobs available that match
military skills and experience - specifically, skilled labor positions. Read More

 
No F-35 Term Limits?
The charter of the F-35 strike fighter program is under revision, and one of the proposed changes is to remove a restriction on the tour length of the program executive officer. Removing the term limit would eliminate the temptation for vendors who didn't like what a PEO was doing to simply wait him
out. F-35 program spokesman Joseph DellaVedova told the Daily Report on May 29 that the PEO would "simply serve at the pleasure" of the Defense Secretary for as long as may be needed. From its inception, F-35 leadership has, by design, seesawed: when the program manager was a Navy or
Marine officer, he reported to the Air Force service acquisition executive and had an Air Force deputy. After about two years, the Air Force deputy would become the PEO, and would report to the Navy SAE and have a Navy or Marine deputy. The F-35 PEO is Lt. Gen. Christopher Bogdan; he reports
to the Navy's Assistant Secretary for Research, Development, and Acquisition Sean Stackley, and has a Navy deputy, Rear Adm. Randy Mahr. Interestingly, Stackley's F-35 second-in-charge is supposed to be the Air Force assistant secretary for acquisition, but as that job is vacant, Secretary Michael
Donley—in his capacity as the top Air Force acquisition official—sits in on the all-hands F-35 executive meetings as the No. 2 civilian. Any charter changes have to be approved by the two service Secretaries and the Defense Secretary. This may take some time.
 

 

Cyberattacks are on agenda with U.S.-China talks 
When President Barack Obama meets with Chinese President Xi Jinping in California next week, he intends to discuss with him Chinese hacking into U.S. defense networks, according to a White House spokesman. A report says Chinese hackers have targeted the designs of
weapons including Black Hawk helicopters, F-35 jets and the advanced Patriot missiles. Voice of America (5/28)
 
DOD denies it's crafting Syrian no-fly zone 
The Hill/DEFCON Hill blog (5/28)
 

Lawmakers seek to increase veterans' mental health care access 
Reps. Glenn Thompson, R-Pa., and Charlie Rangel, D-N.Y., have introduced a bill aimed at easing military veterans' access to mental health care. The Veterans E-Health and Telemedicine Support Act of 2013 would expand treatment options, reduce waiting times and help vets
avoid any perceived stigma by giving them the choice to access services remotely via telephone or the Internet, Thompson and Rangel write. Stars and Stripes (5/28)
 
Possibility of pay hikes remains as House panel OKs spending bills 
Spending bills for the Department of Veterans Affairs and the Department of Homeland Security that have been approved by the House Appropriations Committee neither rule out nor endorse an across-the-board federal pay increase. Such a pay raise, which would be the first of its
kind in four years, has President Barack Obama's support. The Washington Post/Federal Eye blog (5/28)
 

Bill would require Army officer as head of Army National Cemeteries 
A new bill would put an Army commissioned officer in charge of the Army National Cemeteries program, which includes Arlington National Cemetery. Rob Wittman, R-Va., who filed the legislation, said that in the future, the military should be able to discipline the person running the
Arlington cemetery. Military Times/The Associated Press (5/29)
 
 
 
Air Force Consolidating F-22 Depot Work at Hill
The Air Force will consolidate its F-22 depot maintenance activities at the Ogden Air Logistics Complex at Hill AFB, Utah, announced service officials on Wednesday. The consolidation will occur over a 31-month period and is expected to save the Air Force at least $16 million annually, based on a
comprehensive business case analysis, states the service's May 29 release. F-22 depot maintenance work is currently split between Ogden and Lockheed Martin facility's in Palmdale, Calif. "The facts show this will be a great efficiency for the F-22 program and the warfighter," said Lt. Gen. C.D.
Moore, A (See also F-22 Maintenance Facility Inaugurated at Hill.)
Alaska Air Guardsmen Recognized for Valor
SSgt. Bill Cenna, a pararescueman with the Alaska Air National Guard's 212th Rescue Squadron, received the Silver Star Medal and two Bronze Star Medals with Valor Devices during a ceremony at JB Elmendorf-Richardson, Alaska. Includes Elmendorf report by SSgt. N. Alicia Goldberger and
Elmendorf report by Maj. Guy Hayes)
 
Hagel Makes First Trip to Asia-Pacific as Defense Secretary
Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel will spend three days—May 31 to June 2—in Singapore for the annual Shangri-La dialogue during his first trip to the Asia-Pacific region since becoming the Pentagon's top civilian leader three months ago. A senior defense official told reporters on Tuesday that the trip
would mostly serve as a follow up to former Defense Secretary Leon Panetta's Shangri-La trip last year during which he laid out the new US defense strategic guidance and pivot to the Pacific. "This year is really about showing that that strategic guidance, the rebalance, is underway and we can
demonstrate how things we talked about a year ago are moving forward," said the defense official during the May 28 background briefing. During the trip, Hagel will conduct discussions with South Korean, Australian, and Japanese officials, stated the official. In addition, he will stop in Hawaii to meet
with US Pacific Command boss Adm. Samuel Locklear and Hawaii-based US military personnel. (Backgound briefing transcript) (See also A SEA Change from Air Force Magazine's 2012 archive.)
!
California Rescue Wing Makes 1,000th Save
The California Air National Guard's 129th Rescue Wing completed the 1,000th "save" in its four-decade-long history. Aircrews and pararescuemen deployed to Afghanistan reached the milestone on May 18 after rescuing an Afghan national policeman who had suffered a gunshot wound, according to a
May 20 wing release. "The wing is credited with more than 400 combat saves and nearly 600 civilian saves. In addition, the wing has assisted in over 600 other saves,
 
First Enlisted Airmen Graduate from Intelligence Planning Course
The first class of enlisted students graduated from the Advanced Enlisted Mission Planning Course, the first offering for enlisted intelligence professionals at the Air Force Weapons School at Nellis AFB, Nev. " (Nellis report by SSgt. Gregory Brook)
One Shy of a Full House
Officials with the 317th Airlift Group at Dyess AFB, Tex., welcomed the arrival of the unit's 27th factory-fresh C-130J transport, leaving it one airframe shy of its planned full complement, according to a base release. Brig. Gen. Scott Goodwin, Air Mobility Command's director of operations, ferried the C-
130J, aircraft number 5724, from Lockheed Martin's manufacturing plant in Marietta, Ga., to Dyess on May 22, states the company's release. Dyess is slated to receive its final C-130J later this year. At full strength, the Texas base will host the largest Super Hercules force in the world, according to the
company. The previous C-130J, Dyess' 26th Super Hercules, arrived at the base in March. The C-130Js are replacing the group's C-130H airplanes. (Dyess photo caption by SrA. Jonathan Stefanko)

Saudi F-15s Fielding Greater Capability
Boeing's F-15 work for Saudi Arabia is showing that the F-15 design has a great deal of life in it, according to company officials who briefed reporters in Arlington, Va., on Wednesday. The Saudis are acquiring new-build F-15s in the "SA" configuration and also upgrading F-15s already in their
inventory to that standard. In addition to advanced electronically scanned array radars, the new F-15s will feature digital fly-by-wire technology, which is not available on earlier Eagle variants, said Steve Winkler, director of Boeing's F-15 business development. This includes the Air Force's F-15Cs.
FBW allows for greater control and maneuvering of the aircraft and the ability to utilize weapons stations one and nine—hard points previously not utilized due to flight-control concerns,

 
Report: Chinese hackers breach top weapons designs
Chinese hackers have gained access to the designs of many of the nation's most sensitive advanced weapons systems, according to a report prepared for the Defense Department and government and defense industry officials,The Washington Post reported Tuesday. [  Read More ]
U.S. military attaché, embassy official injured in Venezuelan nightclub shooting
Two officials from the U.S. Embassy in Venezuela were injured in a shooting at a nightclub in Caracas early Tuesday, Venezuelan police and the State Department said. [  Read More ]
Indiana man gets president's ear as Legion chief
When Jim Koutz first set foot into American Legion Post 200 in Boonville, he was there only to help a friend cook some fish. But his association with the post and the Legion has turned into something more than that. [  Read More ]
McCain makes surprise trip to visit Syrian rebels
Leaders of Syria's opposition forces got a chance to make their case for increased U.S. support directly with Sen. John McCain when he slipped into that country for a surprise visit. [  Read More ]
Study highlights health struggles of military kids
A leading pediatricians' group is highlighting the plight of children in military families in a new report. [  Read More ]
 

·         DoD adviser sees shrinking military, 'broken' Congress
·         Obama: Don't take American troops for granted
·         WWII Marine's diary: A brief look at a brief life

U.S. intelligence embraces debate in security issues
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Defense Cites Obama Speech in Academy Rape Trial. Read More

§  Air Force Grounds F-15s on Okinawa for Inspections
§  Pentagon Defends Weapons Despite Chinese Hacks
§  DODDS-Europe Announces Furlough Dates
§  DoD Buzz: Pentagon Says JSF is One Percent Cheaper
§  Kit Up!: USMC Approves Combat Woodland Jacket

 

Air Force Grounds F-15s on Okinawa for Inspections The U.S. Air Force grounded its F-15 fighters on the southern Japan island of Okinawa for a safety review Wednesday following a crash that forced a pilot to eject over the Pacific Ocean.
Read More

§  Def Tech: Congress Orders JSF Software Plan
§  Free Admission to Museums for Military During Summer 2013
§  Featured Promo: MILITARY ONLY: Get Up To 50% Off 125+ Brands

Donley: 'End Scourge of Sexual Assault' Air Force Secretary Michael Donley told the newest group of Air Force officers that the military at large is facing a "scourge" of sexual assault. Read More

§  Obama to Name Ex-Bush Aide to Head FBI
§  UN Gets New Info on Alleged Chemical Use by Syria
§  Alleged Victim Takes Stand at Academy Rape Trial
§  Sequestration Hits Program to House Homeless Vets
§  US Army Creates NATO Rapid-Deployment Forces
§  DoD Buzz: JSF Fleet Intro May Get Accelerated
§  Def Tech: Powell Says Pentagon Should Run Drone Program

Air Force F-22 Raptor-Themed Chopper Retires
House Panel Rejects TRICARE Fee Hikes
Good News Regarding Guard C-130 Aircraft
Stolen Valor Act Awaits Obama Signature
ESGR Names Finalists for Employer Honor

Report: Chinese hackers accessed U.S. weapons systems designs 
According to a report for the Pentagon by the Defense Science Board, Chinese hackers have compromised designs for advanced U.S. weapons systems. The confidential report lists the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter, the V-22 Osprey and the Black Hawk helicopter as among the
designs compromised by cyberattacks. The Washington Post (5/28)
 

Dissent, debate a new trend in U.S. intelligence community 
High-level dissent and discussion are becoming more accepted in the U.S. intelligence community as tactics to help ensure the credibility of national security decisions. Dissenting opinions play a part in crafting strategies to deal with security situations in North Korea and
Syria, and in the continued use of drone strikes against suspected terrorists. Air Force Times (free registration)/The Associated Press (5/27)
Obama policy will lead to fewer UAV strikes, analysts say 
Analysts predict fewer strikes from unmanned aerial vehicles as a result of the Obama administration's new policy on UAVs. "The sense of the emergency that surrounded the global war on terror is gradually dissipating, so the way in which weapons like drones are used will
be subject to more normal standards," said Loren Thompson, a defense analyst at the Lexington Institute. The Hill/DEFCON Hill blog (5/27)
 

 

On Memorial Day, Obama urges increased appreciation of troops 
American military men and women continue to display selflessness in their commitment to protecting the U.S. and deserve the thanks of the nation, President Barack Obama said at a Memorial Day visit to Arlington National Cemetery. Obama expressed concern that military
members do not always receive the appreciation they should from many Americans, and he theorized that advances in technology and the switch to an all-volunteer force may be contributing to the disconnect. Army Times/The Associated Press (5/27)
 
 

Navy squadron prepares to leave Md. for West Coast 
U.S. Navy Cmdr. James King and Lt. Cmdr. Justin Van Hoose took the last two EA-6B Prowlers at Andrews Air Force Base in Maryland for a final flight before they are moved to Naval Air Station Whidbey Island in Washington state. The aircraft are part of the airborne
electronic attack squadron VAQ-209, the only squadron of its kind made up of reservists. The squadron has been used to support operations in Bosnia, Afghanistan and Iraq. The Baltimore Sun (5/27)
 

$342M military satellite launched on Friday 
The U.S. military launched a $342 million satellite into orbit on Friday. The Wideband Global SATCOM 5 satellite launched aboard a United Launch Alliance Delta 4 rocket. "WGS is the DOD's highest capacity communications satellite system. These satellites provide
tremendous operational flexibility to deliver the needed capacity, coverage and connectivity in support of demanding operational scenarios for DOD and allied forces worldwide," said Boeing WGS Program Director Mark Spiwak. Space.com (5/25)
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Nebraska National Guard Adjutant General Promoted to National Post
NTV
Maj. Gen. Judd Lyons, Adjutant General of the Nebraska National Guard, has been promoted to position of Deputy Director of the U.S. Army National Guard. "It has been my honor to serve here in the Nebraska National Guard for over 33 years," Lyons shared.
See all stories on this topic »

 

 
For Asia-Bound Hagel, It's Like A Trip Back In Time  
(Omaha World-Herald) - It was July 1968 when Army Sgt. Chuck Hagel and his brother Tom got a break from their bloody combat tours in Vietnam for a week of R&R in Waikiki. Their family members flew in from Nebraska. The whole gang stayed at the Halekulani Hotel. Now the secretary of defense, Chuck Hagel was back at the same hotel Wednesday night having dinner
with the brass of U.S. Pacific Command.
Pentagon Delivers Furlough Notices
(Washington Post) - The Department of Defense has begun delivering furlough notices to civilian employees, who are scheduled to start taking up to 11 unpaid days beginning July 8
. Soldier Is Expected To Plead Guilty In Afghan Massacre
(New York Times) - Staff Sgt. Robert Bales, the soldier charged with killing 16 Afghan civilians in what is considered the deadliest war crime by a single American soldier in the post-9/11 era, will plead guilty to avoid the death penalty, his lawyer said Wednesday.
.
First Black Female Air Force Colonel Served As 'Inspiration'  
(Washington Post) - The first African American woman to be promoted to colonel in the Air Force was buried on a sultry Wednesday afternoon in Arlington National Cemetery, surrounded by scores of airmen in dress blues and about a dozen friends and family in somber summer suits and within sight of the soaring Air Force Memorial.
. AFA Graduation: Class Of 2013 Told To 'Do What Is Right For Our Air Force'
(Colorado Springs Gazette (gazette.com)) - Beneath a rousing flyover of decades-old warbirds, 1,024 newly commissioned second lieutenants graduated Wednesday from the Air Force Academy - saluting the military's past while looking to its future.
The Do's And Don'ts Of Defense Spending
(Washington Times) - "Many are called, but few are chosen." So it is with legislation
British Defense Chief Confirms Detentions Of Afghans At Base
(New York Times) - The British Defense Ministry on Wednesday confirmed that it had been holding up to 90 Afghan detainees for months at a military base in southern Afghanistan, after legal action filed by some of the detainees lawyers in Britain raised human rights objections.
. Ready To Roll, But Nowhere To Go
(Washington Times) - As U.S. troops withdraw from Afghanistan, "hurry up and wait" - which many enlisted personnel have long referred to jokingly as their standing order - applies now more than ever, illustrated by a recent operation briefing at this Marine base.
. Russia Sends Arms To Syria As It Reasserts Role In Region 
(Washington Post) - The Syrian army's March weapons request to its Russian supplier was the stuff of everyday battles in a long and grueling conflict. Twenty-thousand Kalashnikov assault rifles and 20 million rounds of ammunition. Machine guns. Grenade launchers and grenades. Sniper rifles with night-vision sights.
. China Again Rejects Hacking Allegations
(Washington Post) - China on Wednesday again denied that it has used cyberattacks to steal U.S. military and business secrets, after new accusations were leveled this week.
U.S. Fighter Jet Drills Resumed After Crash Off Okinawa
(Kyodo News) - The U.S. Air Force resumed drills involving its F-15 fighter jets Thursday following a crash earlier in the week involving one of the aircraft in waters off Okinawa.
Navy Ships Form First Line Of Missile Defense
(Yahoo.com) - As the missile threats from Iran and North Korea have advanced in recent years, the U.S. has become more invested in Navy cruisers and destroyers that carry the high-tech Aegis radar system and dozens of missile interceptors.
Marine's Error Cited In Mortar Fatalities
(Wall Street Journal) - A March training accident that killed seven Marines and led the Marine Corps to suspend the use of mortars in most situations was caused by human error, according to results of a military investigation released Wednesday.
O.C. To Pay $4.4 Million In Slaying
(Los Angeles Times) - Orange County is paying $4.4 million to settle a federal lawsuit brought by the family of an unarmed U.S. Marine sergeant who was shot to death by a deputy in a school parking lot, the county said Wednesday.
. Accused Marine Major Denies Having Sex With Mid, Assaulting Another
(NavyTimes.com) - The Marine officer accused of raping one female mid and having consensual sex with another is the victim, his defense counsel said Wednesday.
GI Sex Abuse Has Powerful Foes
(San Antonio Express-News) - The growing cadre of women lawmakers in Washington is among a confluence of factors that are bringing new attention to the issue and propelling bipartisan support for far-reaching measures.
. Al Qaeda Remains A Threat To U.S. Via Its Franchises
(Washington Times) - Terrorism analysts say that as the U.S. conducted a concentrated air war via armed Predators against al Qaeda's core leadership in Pakistan's tribal areas for more than a decade, the group's Islamic chieftains decided to diversify.

National Guard Bureau's chief assesses Moore tornado damage
Norman Transcript
MOORE — The National Guard's top brass toured the tornado-ravaged area Tuesday with Gov. Mary Fallin, making a stop at Plaza Towers Elementary, where seven of the storm's 24 victims died. Gen. Frank J. Grass, who serves as the 27th chief of the ...
See all stories on this topic »

Wisconsin National Guard, USO help Milwaukee Brewers observe Memorial Day
DVIDS
Players from the Milwaukee Brewers and Minnesota Twins sign baseballs tossed by service members - including the Wisconsin National Guard - in the ceremonial first pitch as part of a salute to the military on Memorial Day (May 27) at Miller Park in ...
See all stories on this topic »

Oregon National Guard announces furloughs
Statesman Journal
Members of the Oregon Air National Guard march in the Veteran's Day parade in Albany in 2012. The Oregon National Guard has announced furloughs for staff starting in July. / Thomas Patterson | Statesman Journal file ...
See all stories on this topic »

NC National Guard Green Berets jump into training
DVIDS
“These types of training missions show the cooperation between all aspects of the N.C. National Guard,” Larch said. “We have the Air Guard out here, we have the Army Guard aviation supporting us and we have the local fire department waiting to help us ...
See all stories on this topic »

 
. The American Ideal 
(Philadelphia Inquirer) - Hagel deserves credit for tackling this issue head on, but there was another side of his speech that should also have made the news. He spoke of the citizen-soldier as the defender of American ideals, and it called to mind a speech delivered 50 years ago at West Points commencement by Gen. Maxwell D. Taylor, a World War II hero, who, in 1963, was
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
. Lincoln's Call To Service -- and Ours  
(Wall Street Journal) - Less than 1% of Americans serve in the militarya historic low during wartimeleading to a broad, complacent assumption that serving the nation is someone else's job. As we've allowed our understanding of service to be so narrowly limited to the uniform, we've forgotten Lincoln's audience: With the armies still  fighting, the president exhorted a crowd of
civilians on their duty to carry forward the nation's work.
Attention: Surprise Returns A Bad Idea
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(Slate) - A military parent's homecoming ought not be public event.
. Why Some Wars Are So Savage
(Wall Street Journal) - Syria's conflict meets many of military history's criteria for barbarism.
. America's China Mistake
(Los Angeles Times) - Our allies should signal their intent to withdraw from the exercise if China participates. Failing that, the invitation should be withdrawn. RIMPAC is for allies and friends, not nations planning to eventually wage war on the United States.
.
Obama's Dangerous Confusions
(Wall Street Journal) - When the President speaks on national security, it is hard to distinguish between personal belief and political calculation.
Counterterror Contradiction 
(Washington Post) - THERE IS a contradiction at the center of the counterterrorism policy announced by President Obama in a speech last week. In describing a sharply reduced threat around the world, the president declared that "this war, like all wars, must end." He promised "efforts to refine and ultimately repeal" the congressional declaration authorizing military action against
al-Qaeda and the Taliban and said he would reject any legislation "designed to expand this mandate further."
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